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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

VOTING FRAUD:
Every Election is Rigged!
Nov 1, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:
VOTING FRAUD – Election Rigged! See video:
http://blackboxvoting.org/fraction-magic-video/
blackboxvoting.org posted their report (see video
on left) saying that “black box voting” is a scam
and a fraudulent voting procedure throughout the
USA. They say:
“A real-time demo of the most devastating election theft
mechanism yet found, with context and explanation.
Demonstration uses a real voting system and real vote databases
and takes place in seconds across multiple jurisdictions.
Over 5000 subcontractors and middlemen have the access to perform this for any or all clients. It can give contract signing
authority to whoever the user chooses. All political power can be converted to the hands of a few anonymous
subcontractors.”
“It’s a product. It’s scaleable. It learns its environment and can
adjust to any political environment, any demographic. It runs
silently, invisibly, and can produce plausible results that really
pass for the real thing.”
Provides solutions and actions for immediate deterrence.
Noonan says: “As a 3rd party candidate, I know I could not run each
time AND ONLY GET 1% OR 2% in each election that I ran in. At this
same time High Schools were running mock elections with HS students
and I would be getting 10%, 15% and even as high as 20%. Basically
what was happening was that votes are being taken from the 3rd party
candidates and GIVEN to the chosen candidate of the con-artists of the
election offices. Put THAT in your Black Box Voting results and you
would then REALLY HAVE THE TRUTH!”
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